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1 
This invention relates to a new and useful im 

provement in methods of photographing detona 
tion phenomena. 
The essential feature of our improved method 

of photographing detonation phenomena is the 
production of a light of determined luminosity 
and period of duration by the detonation of a 
charge of explosive, which detonation is produced 
in determined time relation to the detonation of 
the charge of explosive the phenomenon of which 
is to be photographed. The essential features of 
our improved method of producing the ?ash 
bulb, for use in practicing our improved photo 
graphing method, are the production of the ex 
plosive charge and a translucent envelope there 
for, so relating them as to provide an area be 
tween the charge and envelope, and charging this 
area with a gas having positive luminous shock 
Wave properties, the luminosity and period of 
duration of the light produced by the explosive 
charge being precisely determined by the char 
acter of the charge, envelope and gas and their 
mutual relationship. The essential feature of 
our improved ?ash bulb, produced by our im 
proved method, is the combination of the charge, 
envelope and gas comprising the bulb. 

It has been known that the degree of lumi 
nosity of light produced by detonation of a charge 
of explosive is markedly in?uenced by the atmos 
phere surrounding the charge. The light is pro 
duced in the shock wave ahead of the expand 
ing products of detonation. The gas in this 
shock wave front undergoes an adiabatic com 
pression and the temperature attained depends 
'on the value of the heat capacity ratio for the 
atmosphere in which the shock wave travels. For 
a given temperature, the light-emitting power 
of the gas is, in general, greater for the gases of 
higher density. Thus, for maximum light in 
tensity, the higher density rnonatomic gases are 
most effective. 
As far as we know, the high intensity ?ash, 

produced by detonating a charge of explosive, 
had not been used as the light source for ?ash 
light photography of detonation phenomena, 
prior to our invention of our improved method 
using such ?ash. The successful practice of our 
improved method of photographing detonation 
phenomena, by the use of the light produced by 
detonating an explosive charge, has demon 
strated the superiority of our method over those 
in which spark lighting is used, since in our 
method the degree of luminosity and the period 
of duration of the ?ash, and the timing of the 
detonation producing the ?ash are all subject to 
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2 
easy, precise and effective control to a degree not 
possible in prior known methods. We have suc 
cessfully produced photographs of detonation 
phenomena, by our improved method, using our 
improved ?ash bulb produced by our improved 
method of production, which produced a light 
having a photographic intensity of 108 candle 
power and a period of duration of 10-6 seconds. 
In producing the said photographs use was made 
of the method and apparatus for covering a cam 
era lens disclosed and claimed in co-pending ap 
plication Serial Number 646,454, ?led February 
8, 1946, now Patent 2,470,139, dated May 17, 1949. 
We have illustrated in the drawing ?led here 

with and have hereinafter fully described one 
speci?c embodiment of our invention as to our 
improved ?ash bulb produced by our improved 
process, and also certain instrumentalities for 
use with our improved bulb for practicing our im 
proved photographing method. It is to be dis 
tinctly understood that we do not consider our 
invention to be limited by the disclosure of said 
speci?c embodiment but refer for its scope to the 
claims appended hereto. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a section of a mold suitable for pro 

ducing the complementary halves of a spherical 
charge of explosive for the ?ash bulb. 

Figure 2 is a section showing the charge halves 
and a foil-wrapped detonator fuze prior to as 
sembly. 
Figure 3 is a perspective of a transparent flaslc. 

in two sections, to serve as the envelope for the. 
charge and fuze illustrated in Fig- 2. ' 
Figure 4 is a vertical section of the completed 

flash bulb. 
Figure 5 is a vertical section of a light-proof. 

and bomb-proof chamber illustrating the posi 
tioning of the ?ash bulb and the other instru 
mentalities for the practice of our improved 
photographing method. 
As illustrated in. the drawings, the spherical 

charge of an explosive, such as “pentolite,” may 
be produced by utilizing a mold as illustrated in 
Figure 1. The mold A has a matrix A-l provided 
with a hemispherical concavity A-2 and a semi 
'cylindrical groove A-3 radiating from the pe 
riphery of concavity A-2, and a cope A-ll having 
a semi-cylindrical core A-5 corresponding to 
groove A-3 and extending radially into concavity 
A-Z. The mold A produces a spherical charge I 
comprising the hemispherical halves 2 and 3, 
each having the semi-cylindrical groove 4 which, 
when the halves 2 and 3 are united, form the 
‘cylindrical borei. As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, a 
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fuze 6, made of prima cord, has its end wrapped 
with several relatively thin layers of lead foil 1 
which is then received in the bore 5 when the 
halves 2 and 3 are united. It is to be particularly 
noted that this peculiar relation of the fuze 6 
to the charge I insures detonation of charge I at 
its center. A translucent spherical envelope 8, 
such as a- glass ?ask, divided into hemispherical 
portions 9 and I0, is provided for the charge I 
which is disposed concentrically in the envelope-1 
8 by means of spacers H of any suitable mate 
rial, such as cork. The fuze 6 with--its=end=T 
wrapped in foil 1 is held in place in: neck. l-2 of 
envelope 8 by suitable split plugs-213,2“, 

After the charge I with its-fuze ?:has;qbeen-.dis—.~~ 
posed in proper relation to portiom'xili and neck." 
l2, the portions 9 and i0 areconnected by any. 

suitable translucent bonding ' medium ‘I 5, ’ such" as collodion or “Scotch tape,” to completely'jasr 

semble the ?ash bulb It‘? It will be noted that 
the spacers l I provide .a-space 8-A the~enve 
lope Bbetween. theaouter surface l-Aof the 
charge I and the-innersurfaceB-b-of- theren 
velope '8,‘ and by reason of the-fact that the spher 
ical-chargel andv the spherical envelope 8 are 
concentricallyrelatively disposed, the spacers ll 
being, of uniform: thickness, this space- B-A has 
uniform \ dimension -. radially‘ of the spherical 
charge.- This-space-.8+a, is?lled, through open 
ing‘ ll in‘ theenvelope-B; with a gas having posi 
tive luminous shock‘ wave ‘properties, such as 
argon which proved very satisfactory in the ac 
tual practicea of~- our/improved method; The 
method:for:chargingtheenvelope 8 Withthe ar 
gon was as-follows. The/bulb IG-was placed-‘in 
a desiccator; (not-shown) fromr'lwhich air was 
evacuated and:v replaced-.by argon; which passed 
through opening :I 1‘ .to ?ll space-ll-A, the opening 
i‘! then. being-closed; The bulb- - l 6~was :placed 
in desiccator until immediatelygbefore use,‘ there 
by »minimizingloss-of argon‘ fromv envelope 8. 

Since the blast from‘ detonation of, charge‘ 18 
of the explosivethesphenomenon- of which is..-to 
be photographed is intenselyself-luminous in air, 
it is necessary that charge l8~be detonated in. an 
atmosphere: having». negative luminous shock 
wave properties.‘ Charge :l8'.is:housed in a suit 
able translucent sealedienvelope-cl8-a such as a 
bag ‘ of ‘cellulose acetate which proved very: satis 
factory '.in-_ the -. practice of-our 'improvedfmethod, 
and suitable gas, such as ether vapor or propane; 
butane gas, issupplied to v.envelope I8+‘a'through 
hose l9introducedinto envelope “lea.- tov produce 
an atmosphere having‘the desired negative-lu 
minous shock'wave-properties. 
The bulb I6 containing charge I, and‘ the en 

velope [8-0. containing charge [8 : aresuitably 
disposed in a light-proof and bomb-proof cham 
ber 20. A photographing means H, such' as'a 
camera, issuitably. positioned inxchamberlll-a 
in the wall of chamber 20; relative to bulb. I6 and 
envelope I8-a. Means “is operative through 
and protected byatransparent. bullets-proof win 
dow 22. The bulb. I6. is provided ‘with. a, suitably 
disposed re?ector; 23.. . 
The timingof the-?ringof chargesl and. I8 

is determined by varying the relative-lengths. of 
the. prima. cord; fuzesi? 3and‘24 vconnected to‘ the 
chargesl and 18 respectively. ' 
Having describedourinvention,~what we claim 

1s: 
1.. That methodof; determining detonationiphe 

nomena of an explosiveqcomprising idetonating 
a- test specimen; of‘. saiduexplosive,substantially 
simultaneously. detonatingaa second gchargei-of 
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4 
explosive while enveloped in a gas having posi 
tive luminous shock wave properties, and pho 
tographing the detonation of said test specimen 
by the light aliorded by the detonation of said 
second charge of explosive. 

2. That method of photographically determin 
ing thedetonation characteristics of a ?rst explo 
sive,. comprising, simultaneously detonating a 
second explosive in an atmosphere having posi 
tive luminous shock wave properties, and pho 
tographing the detonation of said ?rst explosive 
b'y-the-illumination afforded by the detonation 
of: said-second explosive. 

3.‘: That method of photographing detonation 
phenomena-t~ of fav?rst explosive charge, compris 
ing, "detonating ‘in: predetermined timed relation 
with detonation of said ?rst explosive charge a 
second explosive charge surrounded by a gase 
ous..=monatomic element having positive lumi 
nous shock wave properties and positioned adja 
cent saidx ?rst‘charge, andsphotographingj'the 
detonation of said‘ ?rst charge-by the illumina 
tion afforded by said second charge. 

4." That method of determining detonationphe 
nomenaof a ?rst explosive charge, comprising, 
detonating substantially simultaneously - with 
detonation of said ?rst explosive charge, a sec 
ond explosive'charge- surrounded by a gaseous 
medium having positive luminous shock Wave 
properties and positioned adjacent said ?rst ex 
plosive charge, and photographing the detona 
tion of said ?rst explosive charge ‘by the=illumi 
nation provided by said second explosive charge‘. 

5. The method. of-photographing the detona 
tion of a ?rst'charge of- explosive to be tested, 
comprising, detonating said ?rst-charge while 
enveloped in an atmosphere having negative lu 
minousrshock wave properties, substantiallysi 
multaneously detonating. a second charge ofrex 
plosive surrounded by an atmosphere having pos 
itive luminous shock Wave properties, and pho 
tographing the detonation of said ?rst charge 
by the illumination afforded by the detonation, of 
said second charge, 

6.‘ That method of testing the detonation char 
acteristics of an explosive, comprising, detonating 
a charge of said explosive in an atmosphere hav 
ingnegative luminous shock wave properties, and 
photographing said. detonation: by the illumina 
tion afforded by the substantially simultaneous 
detonation of a second charge of explosive in. an 
atmosphere having positive luminous shockiwave 
properties. ' 

'7; In. an; apparatus for testingdetonationchar 
acteristics of an explosive, means for supporting 
a' charge :of said explosive Within an atmosphere 
of' gas having negative luminous shock wave prop 
erties,;a second charge of illuminating explosive, 
meanssupportingsa'id second charge adjacent 
saidi?rst chargewithin an atmosphere’ of--'gas 
having positive luminous shock wave properties, 
and‘ means to detonate said charges in predeter 
mined timed relation. 

8. vin an‘. apparatus for photographing the det 
on'ation: characteristics .- of, fanaexplosive, = camera 

means, means. supporting a charge of said‘ explo 
sive in-position to be photographed by=said cam 
era means, illuminatingv means comprising a 
secondicharge of explosive, a ?ask of light-trans 
mitting material, means mounting said: second 
‘charge . within said ?ask in. spaced- relation: with 
the inner ‘walls. thereof 'to- provide a space-en. 
velope thereabout. adapted .to be ?lled ‘with, a gas 
having , positive aluminous shock wave properties, 
meanszmounting said. ?ask adjacent saidzexplw 
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sive charge to be tested, and means operable to 
detonate said charges substantially simultane~ 
ously. . 

9. In an apparatus for photographing the det 
onation characteristics of explosives, a camera, a 
?rst translucent container, a, specimen charge to 
be detonated, means suspending said charge 
Within said container in position so that the det 
onation thereof may be photographed by said 
camera, an illuminating charge of explosive, a 
second translucent container, means supporting 
said illuminating charge within said second con 
tainer in spaced relation with the walls thereof, 
means supporting said ?ask in position adjacent 
said container, and means to detonate said two 
charges substantially simultaneously. 

10. An apparatus as recited in claim 9, and 
a gas having positive luminous shock wave prop 
erties con?ned in said second container. 

11. An apparatus as recited in claim 10, and 

6 
a gas having negative luminous shock Wave prop 
erties con?ned in said ?rst container. 

GEORGE H. MESSERLY. 
ARTHUR W. CAMPBELL. 5 
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